


No business large or small 
can escape the ever-present 
threat of a Cyber Attack. 

In a world dominated by news of unprecedented fines 
for data breaches, or global brands being stopped in 
their tracks by a hacker, the view from the boardroom 
window can look pretty grim.  

Cyber Security is high on the agenda at Senior 
Management level and is an unavoidable concern for 
any business, you simply can’t afford to ignore it.

Many routinely describe Cyber Security as a game of 
cat-and-mouse. That is, hackers and cyber criminals 
are always one or two steps ahead of detection ability 
as they continually pursue the former’s ever-advancing 
plans to commit data theft, property damage, or other 
security breaches—often spotting breaches when its 
simply too late. 

The Cyber Security cat remains slower and unable to 
predict the mouse’s next move. And the cyber criminal 
mouse evades capture. How, then, can Cyber Security 
anticipate the cyber criminal’s next move? Employees and 3rd parties have until now 

gone under the radar, but the sad truth is that 
malicious intent can come from anywhere in 
your business.  

Traditional firewall and internet-focused 
security solutions can only do so much.

Internal threats are far less well controlled – 
often being identified too late to stop the data 
breach.

Augment your existing security controls with 
intelligent controls to address threats before 
the worst happens.

of those who’ve
 

deployed IoT have
 

been breached



Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
involves machines that 
can perform tasks that are 
characteristic of human 
intelligence. 

Supervised ML (Finds Known Threats)
Supervised ML models employ a “teaching” technique to 
develop a relationship between a known set of outputs 
and their inputs. 

Once the model is developed, it can be used to predict 
the output for a new set of inputs.
 
Unsupervised ML (Finds Unknown Threats)
In an unsupervised model, the algorithm is 
“self-learning” which means there is no prior training or 
preparation required before it is deployed. 
The algorithm automatically discovers relevant structure 
and relationships between the inputs.

Unsupervised ML is of greatest value in looking for new 
threats (the Unknown Unknowns).

With intelligence agencies predicting an 
increase in all forms of cyber criminality, HPE 
Aruba have solutions to combat the latest 
threats using machine-based-learning and AI.
 

In its most powerful form it would have 
stopped the 2017 global cyber-attack that 
affected computers in over 150 countries and 
crippled the NHS

Machine Learning (ML) is a type of 
Artificial Intelligence that provides 
computers with the ability to learn without 
being explicitly programmed.

Machine Learning focuses on the development of computer 
programs that can teach themselves to grow and change when 
exposed to new data.



Protection from Reputational and financial damage from data breaches:

Analytics deliver actionable intelligence on real risks whilst minimising the false positives 
and reducing IT team pressures.
 
IntroSpect delivers a much needed “new approach” to Cyber Security – Monitoring employee 
and device behaviour and taking the necessary measures if threats are identified.

Introducing User and Entity Behaviour Analytics (UEBA):
 
User and Entity Behaviour is analysed using powerful analytics powered by 
Artificial Intelligence with Machine Learning.
 
Information is gathered from Network Packets, Server Logs, Flows and Alerts 
to build detailed information on user behaviour – the more information feeds 
added the better the analytics get.  

Behaviour is baselined against individual user and peer groups, delivering 
accurate behaviour baselines.
 
Risk scoring identifies where behaviour changes – indicating likely issues.
Automatic actions can be initiated to remove problem devices from networks or 
quarantine them. Alternatively alerts can be generated for Security Operations 
to confirm and resolve.

The IntroSpect UI is a simple tool to highlight where in your network there is suspicious 
activity – however the system isn’t designed to add further pressures to your IT team by 
continually alerting them to false alarms, the system cleverly consolidates alerts which 
reduces man hours exploring minor changes in activity.

• Personal Data Protection.
• Financial Data Protection.
• Intellectual Property Protection.
• Sensitive Data Protection.

By adding IntroSpect to your current IT Security
you will ultimately strengthen your 

defences from the inside.



The goal for organisations is to provide anytime, anywhere connectivity 
without sacrificing security. How does IT maintain visibility and control 
without impacting the business and user experience? It starts with a 
3-step plan:

1. Identify the devices on your networks, where they are 
connecting from, what they are running, and keeping this view 
up to date.

2. Enforce accurate policies that provide policy-driven access 
(taking into account organisational security policies including user 
and device access rights, device types, location and time of day).

3. Protect resources via dynamic policy controls and real-time 
threat remediation that extends to IntroSpect and third-party systems

Introducing Role-Based Policy 
Management and Security:
With a mixture of Corporate Desktops, Personal Laptops, Smart Phones, 
Security, CCTV Cameras, VoIP and other devices IT needs to think about 
securing wired ports that are wide open to security threats.
 

“According to Gartner in a February 2017 report, Address Cybersecurity 
Challenges Proactively to Ensure Success With Outsourced IoT Initiatives 

(refreshed June 2018), estimates there will be approximately 
20 billion connected IoT devices by 2020.” 

Laptops, smartphones, tablets and Internet of Things (IoT) devices are 
pouring into the workplace. With every employee now utilising an average 
of three devices, the addition of IoT increases the vulnerabilities inside the 
business – adding to the operational burden”

ClearPass Delivers:
• Policy and role-based network access enforcement for multi-vendor Wireless, Wired & VPN Networks.

• Flexible device onboarding solutions for BYOD and unmanaged devices.

• Guest Access with extensive customisation including Self-Registration, Sponsorship-Based 
approval and Reception/Staff guest management portals.

• Health checking of devices to meet organisational device compliance requirements before 
being granted network access.

• Integration with EMM and MDM solutions provides additional input to policy-based access.

• Integration with IntroSpect and Third Party systems for dynamic responses to threats.

The ClearPass Policy Manager and AAA solution provides built-in device profiling, full role-based access 
controls, comprehensive reporting and real-time alerts. 

Contextual data collected is leveraged to ensure that users and devices are granted appropriate access 
privileges – regardless of access method or device ownership.

VISIBILITY
CONTROL 

RESPONSE

“Security starts with the visibility of all devices 
- you can’t secure what you can’t see”



The sky is the limit with 
Blue Sky Systems 
‘Network Cyber 
Security Solutions’.
 
Reduce the risk of Device and User attacks 
on your network by adding IntroSpect and 
ClearPass to your security defences.
 
Control the threats from IoT, BYOD and 
personal devices – taking on the cyber-
criminals head-to-head, whilst providing 
the quality intelligence for your internal 
teams to keep your business secure.

ClearPass + IntroSpect = 3600 Protection
 
IntroSpect detects ‘potential’ attacks by 
spotting small changes in behaviour (often 
indicative of pre-meditated attacks that 
have evaded traditional security defences). 
These are presented in a straightforward 
UI for manual analysis and/or 
investigation, as well as automating 
actions where appropriate.
 
ClearPass provides Visibility and Control 
with policy and role-based network 
security controls to provide appropriate 
access for users and devices. Dynamic 
enforcement changes (or denies) access 
based on instructions from IntroSpect and 
third party systems.
 
Can you afford to ignore security and 
hope that you will not suffer from the new 
breed of well resourced and coordinated 
cyber attacks?
 
Contact us today to take the next step in 
securing your networks and information.

Security Exposure Traditional 
Solutions1

ClearPass with 
role-based 

access policies2

ClearPass & 
IntroSpect

Abnormal Data/Network/Asset Access x Partial a
Account Abuse x Risks Reduced a

Account Takeover x x a
Authenticated Network Access x a a

Brute Force Attack Partial x a
Compromised Personal Device Partial Risks Reduced a

Compromised Work Device Partial Risks Reduced a
Data Exfiltration Partial x a

Flight Risk x Risks Reduced a
Guest Management Basic a a

Infection Control of Zero Day x Risks Reduced a
Lateral Movement x Risks Reduced a

Malicious Trusted User x x a
Malware Partial Risks Reduced a

Password Sharing x Risks Reduced a
Privilege Escalation x x a

Phishing Basic x a
Ransomware Partial Basic a

Role-Based Network Access x a a
Security Investigation Partial Partial a

Visibility & Access Logging Partial a a
*1: Traditional Solutions include Firewalling with Gateway AV, ATP Sandboxing, IPS & Anti-Virus.

*2: Includes Policy Manager, BYOD and Endpoint Compliance Solutions.
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